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Ring-opening metathesis polymerization-induced
self-assembly (ROMPISA)

Spyridon Varlas, Jeffrey C. Foster * and Rachel K. O’Reilly *

Polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA) has simplified the preparation of polymeric nanoparticles,

expanding their commercial importance. Recently, PISA mediated via ring-opening metathesis

polymerization (ROMPISA) has emerged as a powerful alternative to existing PISA methodologies.

ROMPISA can be conducted under air in minutes, producing nano-object morphologies with unique

characteristics. Herein, we highlight recent advances in this field.

In recent years, a rapidly expanding methodology for the facile
and reproducible fabrication of block copolymer nano-objects
has emerged – termed polymerization-induced self-assembly
(PISA).1–8 Contrary to conventional block copolymer self-assembly
processes, where multiple laborious post-polymerization steps
under dilute conditions ([solids] r 1% w/w) are generally
required for the development of self-assembled nanostructures,
the high efficiency and broad applicability of PISA lies in the fact
that polymerization and self-assembly occur simultaneously in
a single synthetic step at high solids concentration (typically
10–30% w/w).9 Fundamental studies on the PISA mechanism
revealed that in situ self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers
is achieved upon chain-extension of a solvophilic corona-forming

polymer using appropriately selected core-forming monomers
such that, after a critical point, the growing polymer chains
become insoluble in the reaction medium, resulting in particle
micellization (Scheme 1). Morphological evolution toward
higher-order nanostructures, such as worm-like micelles and
polymersomes, is commonly observed during PISA and is
dictated by continuous alterations of the relative volume frac-
tions (i.e., packing parameter) between the corona- and core-
forming blocks upon increasing the degree of polymerization
(DP) and/or total solids content.1,10 Importantly, the resulting
PISA morphologies can also be tuned through a plethora of
additional parameters, such as the length of the stabilizer
block, core-block hydrophobicity, solvent composition, stimuli-
responsiveness, and copolymer architecture.11,12

In the majority of PISA reports thus far, reversible-deactivation
radical polymerization (RDRP) techniques including atom
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transfer radical polymerization (ATRP),13,14 reversible addition–
fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerization,3,15–17 nitroxide-
mediated polymerization (NMP),18,19 and organometallic-mediated

radical polymerization (OMRP)20 are utilized for the prepara-
tion of block copolymer nano-objects under dispersion or
emulsion polymerization conditions.9,21 In addition to traditional
thermally initiated RDRP approaches, a significant number of
studies have focused on visible light-initiated PISA (photo-PISA)
mediated by wavelength-specific photoinitiators and special
photoredox catalysts or via the ‘‘photoiniferter’’ mechanism
of chain transfer agents for the development of well-defined
nano-objects at ambient reaction temperatures with biologically
relevant applications.22–27

Recently, ring-opening metathesis polymerization-mediated
PISA (ROMPISA) has been established as an alternative non-
radical methodology for the synthesis of polynorbornene (PNB)-
based nano-objects of various morphologies in both organic and
aqueous milieu owing to the robustness and functional group
tolerance (alcohols, ethers, carbonyl compounds, disulfides,
thioethers, imines, tertiary amines, and others are tolerated) of
Ru-based catalysts that also allow for ROMPISA under mild
reaction conditions.28–30 ROMPISA can be carried out under air
on the timescale of minutes, and interesting backbone chemis-
tries (i.e., degradable linkages) can be more readily introduced
through the use of functional cyclic monomers compared to
radical polymerization strategies. In addition, the excellent
molecular weight control afforded by ROMP can allow for the
synthesis of PNB copolymers with high blocking efficiencies over
a wide range of architectures, number of blocks (multi-block
copolymers with Z10 blocks have been reported), and molecular
weight (up to 106 Da).31,32 However, study of aqueous ROMPISA
has been limited due the lack of water-soluble and highly active
metathesis catalysts as well as the small number of reported
core-forming ROMPISA monomers. We believe that this field will
greatly expand in the near future as new catalysts developed for
aqueous metathesis of small molecules and the identification of
new core-forming monomers have provided a roadmap toward
overcoming these key challenges.33,34

To the best of our knowledge, the first study introducing the
concept of in situ preparation of block copolymer nano-objects
via ROMPISA was reported by Xie and coworkers.35 In this early
report, a solvent-soluble poly(2,3-bis(2-bromoisobutyryloxymethyl)-
5-norbornene) (PBNBE) macroinitiator was first synthesized using
(PCy3)2(Cl)2RuQCHPh (G1) as the catalyst. Spherical micelles
ranging from 140 to 200 nm were formed upon chain-extension
of PBNBE macroinitiator in toluene using an oxanorbornene
dicarboxylic acid dimethyl ester (ONBDM) monomer as the core-
forming block. The same group extended this work by preparing
micelles bearing photo-cross-linkable moieties within their cores via
ROMPISA copolymerization of a cinnamyl-based ONB monomer
and ONBDM in toluene, using a PBNBE macroinitiator.36 UV
irradiation resulted in core-cross-linked micelles, whilst the
retention of their morphology after dissolution in a good solvent
for all blocks was also confirmed.

Significant advancements in the field of self-assembled
nanostructures via ROMPISA in organic media have also been
demonstrated by Choi and coworkers. In a seminal study, a
solvophilic polynorbornene (PNB) macroinitiator was chain-
extended using cyclooctatetraene (COT) as the solvent-miscible

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of ROMPISA mechanism mediated
by a Ru-based initiator for in situ formation of block copolymer nano-
objects of various morphologies.
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monomer for formation of a gradually insoluble polyacetylene
(PA) block and (H2IMes)(py)2(Cl)2RuQCHPh (G3) as the catalyst
in various organic solvents under mild reaction conditions.37

Interestingly, spontaneous self-assembly of the growing PNB-b-PA
diblock copolymer resulted in the development of morphologies
ranging from small micelles to progressively larger populations of
long ‘‘nanocaterpillars’’ as the DP of the PA block increased
(Fig. 1). The formation of the latter intriguing morphology was
attributed to strong p–p interactions between adjacent spheres to
minimize the solvent-exposed area of PA cores, offering enhanced
stability to the otherwise unstable (in air) PA segments. Further-
more, tuning of the reaction temperature and the stereo-
chemistry of the PA block eliminated the nanosphere popula-
tion and resulted in uniform single-phase ‘‘nanocaterpillars’’
from diblock copolymers with cis-major PA cores that were
possible to be converted to trans-major ones upon thermal
isomerization.38 Additionally, changing the shell of the assemb-
lies from the more flexible coil-like PNB to a more rigid rod-
like poly(tricyclo[4.2.2.0]deca-3,9-diene) (PTD) corona-forming
block promoted stronger interactions between PA blocks and
allowed for the 1D ‘‘nanocaterpillars’’ to undergo a further
structural evolution to 3D nano- and microaggregates.39,40 In a
different study, the Choi group developed polysulfane-rich
diblock copolymer micelles of tunable size and refractive
indices upon ROMPISA of a cyclic polysulfane norbornene-
based monomer at high concentration in either DCM or THF,
using a PNB-G3 macroinitiator.41

More recently, Gianneschi et al. reported a one-pot ROM-
PISA procedure utilizing an oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG)-based
NB monomer for formation of the steric stabilizer block and
a NB monomer functionalized with a short protected peptide
sequence for the solvophobic core-forming component, using
G3 under inert atmosphere in DMF/MeOH solvent mixtures.42

Importantly, when a longer brush-like corona block was used,

morphological evolution was limited and only spherical micelles
of varying size were developed, whereas a shorter corona block
allowed for distinct higher-order nano-object morphologies of
worm-like micelles and vesicles to also be accessed. Moreover,
Delaittre and coworkers reported the fabrication of spherical
micelles with tunable size (10–100 nm) bearing TEMPO units in
their outer shell via an ultra-fast two-step ROMPISA methodology
in organic milieu.43 A solvent-soluble random copolymer from
OEG-NB and TEMPO-NB was first synthesized via ROMP using
G1 in THF. This was then used as the macroinitiator for chain-
extension of PNB under inert atmosphere in EtOH/THF mixture
leading to simultaneous amphiphilic block copolymer synthesis
and self-assembly. The developed nitroxide-containing micelles
could be readily transferred to aqueous media and were found
to be both non-cytotoxic and efficient catalysts for a series of
alcohol oxidation reactions with eminent recyclability.

Alternative approaches driven by other controlled metathesis
processes (i.e., ring-closing metathesis) for in situ self-assembly
of block copolymer nano-objects of different morphologies in
organic media have also been investigated mainly by the Choi
and Xie groups.44–48 In the majority of cases, they involve ROMP
for the synthesis of a solvophilic stabilizer block using the highly
efficient G3 catalyst and tandem metathesis cyclopolymeriza-
tion (MCP) of 1,6-heptadiyne-derived monomers bearing various
functional groups for the formation of conjugated core-forming
polymers resulting in nanostructured materials with enhanced
dielectric properties.

Progress has also been made towards implementing ROM-
PISA in aqueous systems, originating from initial studies on
formation of PNB-based nanolatexes via aqueous emulsion
ROMP.49,50 According to popular belief, water and oxygen must
be rigorously excluded from Ru-catalyzed olefin metathesis.
Indeed, the vast majority of metathesis reactions are conducted
in dry organic solvent under inert atmosphere to avoid catalyst
deactivation. This belief is deeply rooted in the metathesis
community, originating from the strong nucleophilicity of early
metal alkylidene complexes based on W or Mo metal centers.
However, modern Ru-based metathesis catalysts are highly
stable, opening up the possibility for conducting ROMP and
other metathesis transformations in aqueous media. Catalysts for
aqueous metathesis have been reviewed extensively elsewhere and
will not be discussed here.34 It should be noted, however, that
despite significant progress in the development of water-soluble
Ru-based metathesis catalysts, few possess catalytic activity
comparable to that of G3 in organic solvent. Water-soluble
G3-derivatives have been reported, but these generally require
the use of additional additives such as Brønsted or Lewis acids to
promote phosphine or pyridine dissociation.51–54 As described
above, the issues of catalyst solubility and activity must be
addressed in order to conduct ROMP in aqueous media in
a controlled manner. Hence, it is understood why aqueous
ROMP-mediated PISA has only very recently emerged.

An increasing number of studies on aqueous ROMPISA have
been reported in the past two years, expanding the scope of
PISA in aqueous solutions beyond RAFT polymerization and
building toward the establishment of ROMPISA as a powerful

Fig. 1 Preparation of PNB50-b-PAn diblock copolymer ‘‘nanocaterpillars’’
via a one-pot ROMPISA process and proposed 1D self-assembly mechanism.
Adapted with permission from ref. 37. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society.
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technique for development of block copolymer nano-objects. In
particular, the rapid kinetics of ROMP coupled with the unique
rigidity of PNBs are expected to provide specific advantages
over RAFT formulations with respect to particle properties
including: (1) ready access to out-of-equilibrium nano-objects
via kinetic trapping; (2) enhanced particle stability resulting
from high Tg values of PNBs; and (3) easier access to higher-
order morphologies (e.g. worm-like micelles and vesicles) and
in situ synthesis of multi-block copolymer nano-objects via
sequential monomer additions.

In an initial study, Gianneschi and coworkers utilized a
water-soluble NHC-modified (H2IMes)(Cl)2RuQC(H)(C6H4OR)
(HG2) catalyst for the synthesis of a corona-forming OEG-
based PNB block via solution ROMP under inert atmosphere
in water. One-pot aqueous ROMPISA was achieved upon sub-
sequent chain-extension of the resulting macroinitiator under
identical polymerization conditions using a water-miscible
quaternary amine phenyl NB dicarboximide (MX) monomer
for synthesis of the insoluble core-forming block and in situ
preparation of self-assembled nanostructures with morphol-
ogies evolving from spherical and worm-like micelles to large
unilamellar vesicles, upon increasing the DP of the second
block (Scheme 2A).55 Building on this concept, the same group
prepared enzyme-responsive spherical micelles and phase-
separated framboidal vesicles, following a similar one-pot
aqueous-phase ROMPISA methodology.56 In particular, a hydrophilic
PNB block bearing a 15-peptide sequence was first synthesized
using the same water-soluble HG2 catalyst by open-to-air ROMP
in water at ambient temperature. Nano-object formation was
achieved via aqueous dispersion ROMPISA using PMX as the
core-forming block, whilst enzymatic cleavage of the corona
peptide pendant groups by the proteolytic enzyme thermolysin
resulted in occurrence of morphological transitions toward

larger aggregates induced by changes in the packing parameter
of the assemblies, highlighting their potential use in biomedical
applications. In a later study, Gianneschi et al. extended their
original protocol for aqueous ROMPISA by directly incorporating
a cis-platin NB derivative into the core of non- and pH-responsive
spherical nano-objects.57 The effect of size and surface charge of
Pt-loaded prodrug nanoparticles (NPs) on drug release behavior
and in vitro cytotoxicity was investigated, revealing that smaller
and positively-charged NPs showed enhanced cell uptake and
increased cytotoxicity.

Recently, our group introduced an alternative two-step
process for controlled open-to-air ROMP in aqueous media
involving the synthesis of a hydrophilic PNB macroinitiator in
a water-miscible organic solvent using commercially available
G3 at ambient temperature.54 In this initial report, transfer of the
prepared macroinitiator to an acidic solution of appropriately
selected core-forming monomers allowed for ionization of the
pendant tertiary amine groups of the macroinitiator to yield
a steric stabilizer block and for in situ aqueous ROMPISA
resulting in amphiphilic diblock copolymer nano-objects with
common self-assembled morphologies (i.e., spheres, worms,
and vesicles) (Scheme 2B). In a fundamental PISA study,
O’Reilly and coworkers reported an in silico methodology for
identification of monomers suitable for use as either corona- or
core-forming blocks in aqueous RAFT-mediated PISA that
involves theoretical calculations of surface area (SA)-normalized
octanol–water partition coefficients (log Poct/SA) for their corres-
ponding oligomeric models. The computational hydrophobicity
evaluation method was also exploited for the reliable prediction of

Scheme 2 Reported synthetic strategies to conduct aqueous dispersion
ROMPISA for fabrication of diblock copolymer nano-objects of various
morphologies. (A) One-pot aqueous ROMPISA mediated by a water-
soluble HG2 catalyst, and (B) two-step aqueous ROMPISA mediated via a
water-soluble PNB macroinitiator prepared in organic solvent using G3.

Fig. 2 Oligomer log Poct/SA values as a function of (A) anchor and (B)
terminal group variations for NB-based monomers suitable for use as
core-forming blocks during aqueous ROMPISA, and representative nano-
object TEM images for corresponding diblock copolymers of approxi-
mately the same length. Adapted with permission from ref. 59. Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.
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the resulting block copolymer nano-object morphology at a
certain core block length.58 Very recently, our group combined
this predictive methodology with the above described two-step
approach for aqueous ROMP to expand the selection pool of core-
forming monomers for use in aqueous dispersion ROMPISA.59

Through oligomer hydrophobicity calculations for a series of
previously and newly reported NB-based monomers, a diverse
set of core-forming ROMPISA monomers were able to be identi-
fied and validated experimentally. Moreover, important structure-
hydrophobicity relationships were also determined that allowed
for successful nano-object morphology prediction (Fig. 2).

An alternative pathway toward the preparation of diblock
copolymer nano-objects via ROMPISA in aqueous media has
been reported by Cunningham and coworkers.60 In the first step,
the synthesis of a hydrophilic steric stabilizer PNB-(PEG16)2 block
was carried out via homogeneous ROMP initiated by a water-
soluble G3 catalyst bearing PEGylated pyridine ligands under
inert atmosphere at room temperature. Then, water-insoluble
1,5-cyclooctadiene (COD) monomer was added to the macro-
initiator solution to allow for one-pot aqueous ROMPISA under
emulsion polymerization conditions. Typical for heterogeneous
emulsion PISA systems, stable (PNB-(PEG16)2)-b-PCOD diblock
copolymer nanolatexes (i.e., kinetically trapped spherical micelles)
of B200 nm size and low PD were obtained as judged by DLS
and dry-state TEM analysis when a hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic

molar ratio of 30 : 70 mol% was maintained. Currently identified
corona- and core-forming monomer structures along with the
catalysts and solvents utilized for ROMPISA in either organic or
aqueous media are summarized in Table 1.

In summary, ROMPISA represents a complementary strategy for
the in situ preparation of nano-objects with specific advantages over
RAFT or other radical polymerization mechanisms. ROMPISA is
fast, achieves quantitative conversions, is broadly tolerant to mono-
mer functionality (or other functional groups in solution), can be
carried out under air, and allows for facile access to common nano-
object morphologies such as spherical or worm-like micelles and
vesicles. Similar to RAFT-mediated PISA, formulation parameters
such as initial solids concentration or block ratio can be tuned to
access these morphologies. Future studies will likely reveal unique
self-assembly behavior and/or novel applications which exploit the
distinctive rigidity of polynorbornene-based assemblies as com-
pared to their (meth)acrylate/acrylamide-based counterparts.
Degradable functionalities can also be more readily incorporated
within the backbone of polymers produced by ROMPISA com-
pared with other water-compatible polymerization mechanisms.
With the development of different formulation approaches (i.e.,
water-soluble catalysts vs. macroinitiator synthesis in organic
solvent) and the recent identification of new core-forming mono-
mers, ROMPISA has become more accessible, paving the way
for research opportunities beyond the scope of radical

Table 1 Summary of corona- and core-forming monomers, catalysts, and solvents utilized for ROMPISA in either organic or aqueous media

Corona-forming monomer(s) Core-forming monomer(s) Catalyst ROMPISA solvent Ref.

G1 Toluene 35 and 36

G3 THF, toluene, DCM 37–40

G3 THF, DCM 41

G3 DMF/MeOH 42

G1 EtOH/THF 43

Modified HG2 H2O 55 and 56

Modified HG2 H2O 57

G3 Acidic H2O/THF 54 and 59

Modified G3 H2O 60
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polymerization. Still, this burgeoning field is currently limited
by the small number of commercially available ROMPISA
monomers and the relatively high cost, innately poor solubility
and/or rapid decomposition of most Ru-based metathesis
catalysts, as well as the existing difficulty of quantitatively
removing catalysts from the nano-object cores following poly-
merization. In addition, acid additives are often required to
achieve catalyst activity in aqueous media that is comparable to
that of organic solvent. Thus, the development of highly soluble
and active metathesis catalysts suitable for use in either organic
or aqueous ROMPISA processes represents a grand challenge to
be overcome to expand the usefulness of ROMPISA, especially
with regards to its commercial implementation.
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